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ADDENDA 
 
February 21, 2020 
 
RE:  RFP 2020-1033, Food Service Management Company – Addenda No. 1 
 
 
The purpose of this addendum is to provide responses to questions submitted regarding this solicitation. 
 
Question:   
Do the high schools have open campus during lunch service? If so, which campuses and grades are 
allowed to be off campus? 
Response: 
All high schools have closed campus during lunch service. 
 
Question: 
Does LISD participate in summer feeding?  Which campuses are open for summer feeding?  How many 
days is summer feeding open?  How many breakfast meals are served at each campus?   How many 
lunch meals are served at each campus?  How many staff work each campus? How many days does each 
person work? How many hours does each person work? 
Response: 
The District has over 50% free/reduced at most campuses as provided in Exhibit D.  Any eligible campus 
may provide summer meals.  The District’s summer programs and project work will determine locations, 
which vary from year to year.  The labor expense in Exhibit C includes summer labor.  The summer 
staffing plan and the associated costs are to be proposed by the responding FSMC.  In 2019, there were 
41,000 total meals served from June to August at 30+ campuses for a total 35 days. 
 
Question: 
Please provide the average daily number of ASSP snacks served per campus. 
Response: 
This information is provided in Chart 5 included with the solicitation. 
 
Question: 
Does the district anticipate the catering revenue from p.54 being similar next year, increasing or 
decreasing? If there is a change, by how much do you anticipate? 
Response: 
Catering services are expected to remain the same. 
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Question: 
On p.56 there is a miscellaneous expense for $14,048. Can you please break down into detail what this 
expense is? 
Response: 
The costs for miscellaneous expense are comprised of employee welfare ($4307) and service award 
($9741) expenditures. 
 
Question: 
On p.57 there is Other Indirect Cost Categories for $648,307. Can you please break down into detail 
what this expense is? 
Response: 
The District utilizes the established Indirect Cost Rate as applicable and allowable to federal award.  This 
is the amount expensed (by quarter) through that method as stated in No. 10 on page 26 of the 
solicitation. 
 
Question: 
Does the district anticipate the adult meal price increasing next year? If so, by how much for breakfast 
and lunch individually? 
Response: 
The District’s adult meal pricing is set to the minimum, based on USDA’s prescribed calculation method. 
 
Question: 
How many serving days will LISD have next year?  Are students served lunch on early release days? 
Response: 
The service days for 2020-2021 are available in the solicitation.  Please reference Chart 10:  District 
Calendar and Exhibit I.  Elementary and Middle Schools are served lunch on early release days.  High 
Schools do not serve lunch on early release days. 
 
Question: 
Can you please provide either: 1) ADP for free/reduced/paid per campus or 2) the claims broken down 
by free/reduced/paid by campus for September, October, and December 2019? 
Response: 
The meal breakdown by campus for average per day is included in the solicitation.  Leverage data is 
provided in Chart 5:  Participation Data. 
 
Question: 
Can you please provide the ala carte revenue breakdown per campus? 
Response: 
Please reference total a la carte revenue provided in Exhibit C. 
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Question: 
Can you please provide the adult breakfast and lunch revenue per campus? 
Response: 
Please reference total adult meal revenue provided in Exhibit C. 
 
Question: 
Can the FSMC please provide the hourly rates of the staff? 
Response: 
Please reference total labor costs provided in Exhibit C and staffing provided in Chart 4.   
 
Question: 
Does the FSMC anticipate a pay raise for next year? If so, what is the amount or percentage? 
Response: 
Pay raises vary from year to year and typically align with the District employee raises, 1-2%. 
 
 
Thank you for your interest in working with the District as we strive to meet the needs of our students. 
 
 
Sincerely, 

 


